Self-Care Confidence Mediates the Relationship Between Perceived Social Support and Self-Care Maintenance in Adults With Heart Failure
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ABSTRACT

Background: Social support may be associated with heart failure (HF) self-care; however, the mechanisms are not well understood. We examined the association between perceived support and self-care behaviors and whether self-care confidence mediates these relationships.

Methods: Cross-sectional survey of HF patients seen in outpatient clinic settings. Our outcome (HF self-care maintenance and self-care management) and mediator (HF self-care confidence) variables were assessed with the Self-Care of Heart Failure Index. Perceived emotional/informational support was assessed with the Medical Outcomes Study social support survey. We performed regression analyses to examine associations between perceived support and HF self-care behaviors. Mediation analysis was performed according to the Baron and Kenny method.

Results: We surveyed 150 HF patients (mean age 61 y; 51% female; 43% black). More emotional/informational support was associated with better self-care maintenance (β = 0.13; P = .04). More emotional/informational support was associated with better self-care management in unadjusted (β = 0.23; P = .04), but not adjusted (β = 0.20, P = .10), analysis. Self-care confidence mediates the association between perceived support and self-care maintenance (percent change in β coefficient was 32%) and management (percent change in β coefficient was 20%).

Conclusion: Perceived emotional/informational support is associated with better self-care maintenance and possibly better self-care management. Greater self-care confidence is one mediating mechanism.

(J Cardiac Fail 2013;19:202–210)
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Heart failure (HF) is a significant public health problem. It is a complex chronic illness that affects almost 6 million Americans and the prevalence is expected to increase as the population ages.1 HF is the leading cause of preventable hospitalizations in people over the age of 65 years, with a 19%–32% readmission rate within 6 months.2–4 Given
the high and rising prevalence, high health care utilization costs, and poor outcomes, it is considered to be a high-priority condition.\textsuperscript{5}

Poor HF outcomes have been attributed to insufficient HF self-care,\textsuperscript{6–8} which involves engaging in behaviors to maintain physiologic stability (eg, adhering to medication and frequent weighing) and decision making in response to symptoms (eg, recognizing signs of fluid overload and taking an extra dose of a diuretic).\textsuperscript{9} HF self-care is complex and requires both knowledge and skills. HF patients, who are typically older and have multiple morbidities, often have difficulty engaging in self-care and may rely on social support for assistance. Yet data on the association between social support and HF self-care are sparse. Social support is a multidimensional concept which indicates a variety of actual or perceived resources, including emotional support, tangible or instrumental support, or informational support, available to an individual through his or her ties with others.\textsuperscript{10} Despite the multidimensionality of the concept, many studies focus on one type of support—often, emotional or instrumental support—without examining differential effects of other types of perceived support on HF self-care behaviors. Other studies conflate perceived support with structural support (eg, marital status), when in fact the two are conceptually distinct and only moderately correlated.\textsuperscript{10} This field of research would benefit from a more nuanced and theory-driven examination of the association between social support and HF self-care.

Social support has been shown to positively influence health outcomes for several chronic illnesses.\textsuperscript{11–14} However, there is limited and inconsistent evidence to demonstrate whether social support exerts its effect on HF-related outcomes by directly affecting HF self-care. Several studies have shown no independent effect of social support on HF self-care,\textsuperscript{15–17} and others show that social support is associated with worse self-care.\textsuperscript{18} The mechanisms by which perceived social support influences self-care are debated.\textsuperscript{19–21} Confidence in one’s ability to control symptoms and adhere to treatment regimens is thought to mediate or moderate the relationship with self-care outcomes.\textsuperscript{21} Self-care confidence has been associated with better HF self-care behavior\textsuperscript{22} and therefore may be a mediator of the association between perceived social support and HF self-care behaviors.\textsuperscript{23}

HF self-care interventions have shown variable success at improving outcomes,\textsuperscript{24–26} and the optimal design of such interventions remains unknown. Few HF self-care interventions exist that target the social support networks of HF patients.\textsuperscript{27,28} It is important to determine the extent to which social support influences HF self-care behaviors to guide intervention development and clinical delivery of HF care. Therefore, the aims of the present study were to: 1) examine the association between perceived social support and HF self-care behaviors; and 2) determine the extent to which observed associations are mediated by self-care confidence in a community-dwelling sample of HF patients.

Methods

Design and Sample

We recruited patients with a diagnosis of HF from general internal medicine or cardiology clinics at 1 university hospital to complete a cross-sectional survey on perceived social support and HF self-care behaviors. Potentially eligible participants were identified as part of a screening process for study recruitment using the Carolina Data Warehouse for Health (CDW-H). The CDW-H is a central repository containing clinical, research, and administrative data from >3 million patient records of individuals who have received care in the University of North Carolina Health Care System. The CDW-H includes all of the information available in the electronic medical record. Patients were potentially eligible if they were 21–85 years old, had a clinical diagnosis of systolic or diastolic HF based on ICD-9 codes with confirmatory lab work (eg, transthoracic and/or transesophageal echocardiogram; cardiac catheterization) and/or radiographic testing (eg, stereo, frontal chest x-ray; sestamibi adenosine, dobutamine, or treadmill; MUGA rest only or stress rest), were symptomatic within the past 6 months with a New York Heart Association (NYHA) functional class of II–IV, were currently prescribed a loop diuretic, and were able to speak English. We excluded patients if they: 1) had significant cognitive impairment; 2) resided in a nursing home or assisted living facility; 3) had a terminal illness with life expectancy of <1 year based on their physician’s determination; 4) had a medical or psychiatric condition that may hinder participation; 5) had a clinical diagnosis of dementia or Alzheimer disease based on ICD-9 codes; or 6) were unable to perform activities of daily living (ADLs), based on participant self-report to a structured question.

Recruitment and Assessment

After initial screening with the use of the CDW-H data, we compiled a list of potentially eligible participants and also reviewed daily clinic schedules and medical records for additional potential participants. After verifying the diagnosis of HF and suitability to participate in the study with the patient’s health care provider, 3 trained research assistants (RAs) over the course of the study directly approached potential participants at the time of a regularly scheduled medical visit to determine their interest in participating. For interested individuals, the RA then verified eligibility and obtained informed consent. RAs administered the questionnaire to participants immediately before the visit or via telephone if the participant was unable to complete it before the visit.

Measures

Demographic and Clinical Characteristics. We used information from the CDW-H (ie, administrative/billing database and electronic medical record) and/or participant report to obtain information on age, race (black vs white), sex, highest education level, annual household income, marital status, self-rated health, NYHA functional class, ejection fraction (EF), depressive symptoms, and cognitive function. NYHA functional class was assessed with the question, “Which one of the following statements best describes how your heart condition affects you today?” with the 4 response options ranging from “no difficulty with usual physical activity” to “inability to do any physical activity without discomfort.” Depressive symptoms were assessed with the use of the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression (CES-D) 10-item measure,\textsuperscript{29} which assesses the frequency of depressive
symptomatology over the past week using a 4-point ordinal scale (ranging from rarely or none of the time to most or all of the time). Possible scores on the 10-item CES-D range from 0 to 30. We used the Blessed test of Orientation-Memory-Concentration to assess cognitive impairment. That 6-item screening measure is quick and easy to administer and score, and discriminates between mild, moderate, and severe cognitive impairment. It has demonstrated reliability and validity compared with the Mini-Mental Status exam. A cutoff of 8 was used because it allowed us to screen out individuals who would not be able to provide informed consent without excluding patients with only mild cognitive impairment, which is common in HF patients.

Heart Failure Self-Care Behaviors. We used the 22-item Self-Care of Heart Failure Index (SCHFI) version 6.2 to measure the outcome variables (self-care maintenance and self-care management) and the mediator variable (self-care confidence). The 10-item self-care maintenance scale assesses behaviors used to maintain physiologic stability (eg, adherence to medications, frequent weighing). The 6-item self-care management scales assesses decision making in response to symptoms (eg, recognizing signs of fluid overload and taking an extra dose of a diuretic). Of note, the self-care management questions are answered and scored only if the respondent endorses having experienced dyspnea or ankle swelling within the past month. The 6-item self-care confidence scale assesses one’s level of confidence in carrying out self-care maintenance and management behaviors. Each scale score is standardized, with scores ranging from 0 to 100, with higher scores indicating better self-care. Scores ≥70 are reflective of “adequate” self-care. The internal reliability for the scales has previously been reported as 0.55 for maintenance, 0.60 for management, and 0.83 for confidence. In the present study, alpha coefficients were 0.46 for maintenance, 0.65 for management, and 0.78 for confidence. The SCHFI was written at a 6th grade reading level and takes about 5—10 minutes to complete.

Perceived Social Support. We assessed perceived support with the use of the social support survey developed by Sherbourne and Stewart for the Medical Outcomes Study. We selected that measure because it was developed for use in patients with chronic illnesses, is easy to administer, has a sound theoretical basis, and assesses multiple dimensions of social support. The 19-item measure forms 4 subscales, with each assessing the perceived availability of a different aspect of support: emotional/informational, affectionate, tangible, and positive social interaction. For the main analyses reported here, we focused on the 8-item emotional/informational subscale. Each item is scored with 5-point response options, from 0 (none of the time) to 4 (all of the time), with standardized scoring ranging from 0 to 100, with higher scores indicating greater perceived support. The reliability and validity of the instrument has been documented in other patient populations, including patients with HF. Internal consistency for the overall scale has been reported as 0.91—0.97, and internal consistency reliability estimates for the subscales range from 0.91 to 0.96. In the present study, the Cronbach alpha internal consistency reliability estimates were 0.96 for the total scale and 0.82—0.94 for the subscales (tangible 0.84, affectionate 0.82, social interaction 0.92, emotional/informational 0.94).

Data Analyses

We performed all analyses with the use of SAS 9.2 (SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina) We calculated means and frequencies to describe the distribution of the data by categories of perceived emotional/informational support. For normally distributed interval data, we used t tests. For nonnormally distributed data, such as educational level, CES-D, and Blessed test score, we used the Mann-Whitney U test. Otherwise, we used chi-square tests to compare frequencies. For the main analysis, we conducted multiple regression analysis to determine the independent effect of perceived emotional/informational support on HF self-care maintenance and self-care management after adjusting for the following potential confounders which have been shown or hypothesized to be related to self-care behaviors and social support: age, race, sex, educational level, annual household income, self-rated health, NYHA functional class, EF, depressive symptoms, and cognitive impairment. In separate regression analyses we also examined associations between each of the other 4 perceived support subscales separately and HF self-care maintenance and self-care management.

We conducted a mediation analysis using the Baron and Kenny method to examine whether self-care confidence mediated the association between perceived social support and HF self-care behaviors (Fig. 1). Mediation hypotheses are commonly used in social psychology research and represent the generative mechanism through which the focal independent variable is able to influence the dependent variable of interest. In our analysis, self-care confidence was required to meet the following criteria to be considered a mediator: (a) Variations in the levels of the predictor variable (perceived social support) significantly accounted for
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**Fig. 1.** Baron and Kenny mediational model of the conceptual relationships among perceived emotional/informational support, heart failure (HF) self-care confidence, and HF self-care maintenance.
variations in the presumed mediator (self-care confidence); (b) variation in the mediator (self-care confidence) significantly accounted for variations in the dependent variables (HF self-care maintenance or self-care management); and (c) when paths in (a) and (b) are controlled for, a previously significant association between the predictor and dependent variables was no longer significant, with the strongest demonstration of mediation occurring when the path articulated in (c) was zero\(^3\) (Fig. 1). We used 4 regression models to estimate the relative effect size needed to satisfy the 4 mediation criteria. We set statistical significance at \(P \leq .05\) for all regression models. One approach typically used to assess for mediation is to include the mediator in statistical models with other potential confounders. Therefore, we included all covariates in the mediational models. We determined mediation with statistical significance and changes in the magnitude of unstandardized regression coefficient, \(b\), between paths 1 and 4. We considered a percent change of \(\pm 15\%\) in \(b\) for emotional/informational support when self-care confidence is removed from the model to be suggestive of mediation, whereas a percent change of \(\pm 30\%\) as strongly suggestive of mediation.\(^39\)

Results

After initial screening of CDW-H data and medical record review, we identified 916 potentially eligible participants (Fig. 2). Of the 916, 121 (13.2\%) were ineligible based on inclusion/exclusion criteria. An additional 40 participants (5.3\%) were not approved by providers. Out of the remaining 755 potential participants, 229 (30.3\%) were approached in clinic and 163 (71.1\%) agreed to participate. Of the 163 who agreed to participate, 22 (13.6\%) failed the Blessed test, 1 (0.6\%) died before the questionnaire could be administered, and 3 (1.8\%) did not complete the questionnaire, leaving 150 (92\%) who completed the questionnaire.

Demographics

Table 1 lists the overall sample characteristics and characteristics stratified by perceived emotional/informational support. The mean age of patients in our sample was 61 years (range 22–84 y), 51\% were female, 44\% were black, and the mean educational level attained was 13 years (SD 3 y). Forty-one percent of the sample had an annual household income of <\$15,000, and there were significant differences in annual household income by median social support score. The mean CES-D score was 8.5, and those with social support score below median had significantly higher CES-D scores (ie, more depressive symptoms).

Perceived Social Support and HF Self-Care Behaviors

Overall, the mean perceived emotional/informational support score was 83 (SD 19.8; possible scores of 0–100, higher scores indicating greater support). Mean scores for self-care maintenance (\(n = 149\)) were 70 (SD 14; possible scores of 0–100, higher scores indicating better self-care maintenance), with 52\% of the sample having “adequate” self-care maintenance (score \(\geq 70\)). Mean score for self-care management was 57 (SD 24; possible scores of 0–100, higher scores indicating better self-care management), with 32\% of sample with recent symptoms having “adequate” self-care management. The mean score for self-care confidence was 65 (SD 17; possible scores of 0–100, higher scores indicating greater self-care confidence), with 33\% of people having “adequate” self-care confidence. Educational level (\(\beta = 1.0; P = .02\)) and cognitive impairment score (\(\beta = -1.1; P < .01\)) were significantly associated with self-care maintenance, and age was significantly associated with self-care management (\(\beta = -0.66; P < .01\)). In unadjusted analysis, perceived emotional/informational support was significantly associated with self-care maintenance (\(n = 148\); \(\beta = 0.17; SE 0.06; P < .01\)). After adjusting for age, race, sex, highest educational level, annual income, marital status, self-rated health, NYHA functional class, EF, depressive symptomatology score, and cognitive impairment score, the association between perceived emotional/informational support
and self-care maintenance remained significant (\( n = 122; \beta = 0.14; SE = 0.06; P = .03 \)). Perceived emotional/informational support was significantly associated with self-care management in unadjusted analysis (\( n = 112; \beta = 0.23; SE = 0.11; P = .04 \)), but not in adjusted analysis (\( n = 94; \beta = 0.20; SE = 0.12; P = .10 \)). Of note, none of the other perceived social support scales were statistically significantly associated with HF self-care maintenance or management (data not shown).

### Self-Care Confidence as a Mediator of Relationship Between Perceived Social Support and HF Self-care Behaviors

Finally, we examined whether the multivariate linear association between perceived emotional/informational support and HF self-care maintenance and HF self-care management was mediated through self-care confidence (Fig. 3). The \( \beta \) for the adjusted association between perceived emotional/informational support and HF self-care maintenance without the proposed mediator (path 1) was 0.14 (\( P = .03 \)). After including the potential mediator, self-care confidence (path 4), the \( \beta \) was 0.16 (\( P = .21 \)). The percent change in \( \beta \) for perceived emotional/informational support after adjusting for self-care confidence was 20%, which is suggestive of mediation.

### Discussion

In this cross-sectional single-site study of 150 community-dwelling patients with HF, we sought to first examine whether perceived emotional/informational support was associated with HF self-care behaviors (self-care maintenance and management) and then to determine whether any observed associations were mediated through self-care confidence. We found that higher perceived emotional/informational support was positively and significantly associated with better HF self-care maintenance, but not self-care management, in adjusted models. The association between perceived emotional/informational support and HF self-care maintenance appears to be mediated through self-care confidence.

We found that perceived emotional/informational support, but not the other types of perceived support (ie, affectionate support, tangible support, and positive social interaction), is positively associated with HF self-care maintenance, but not self-care management, in adjusted models. This finding confirms those of other studies,2,3,40 including a multisite study by Gallagher et al.,40 which was conducted in hospitalized HF patients who were generally more symptomatic (92% NYHA functional class III or IV) than our study participants. In a sample with NYHA
functional class distribution and sociodemographic characteristics similar to ours, Salyer et al also examined the association between supportive relationships (using the Medical Outcomes Study social support scale) and HF self-care behaviors (using the SCHFI) and tested whether self-care confidence mediated that association. Consistent with our finding that self-care confidence mediates the association between perceived social support and self-care behaviors, they found positive direct and indirect (through self-care confidence) effects of perceived social support on self-care maintenance. They also found a positive indirect effect through self-care confidence, but not a direct effect, on self-care management. Because we simultaneously measured perceived emotional/informational support and self-care confidence, we cannot be certain of the directionality of this association. It is possible that individuals who are more self-confident in their HF abilities perceive more emotional/informational support. Therefore, future studies should examine this question using a longitudinal study design. Despite this limitation, this suggests that efforts to improve HF patients’ confidence may influence engagement in self-care maintenance and management behaviors.

Other researchers, in contrast, have found no significant association between perceived support and HF self-care behaviors. This is likely due to differences in study populations and in conceptualization and measurement of key variables. Rockwell et al’s study sample consisted of hospitalized HF patients, whereas we sampled community-dwelling HF patients. Social support likely differs between hospitalized and community-dwelling patients with HF, making comparisons between these studies problematic. Rockwell et al used a single subscale from a different measure of HF self-care that assessed whether patients could recognize the importance of various signs and symptoms of HF, regardless of whether they had actually experienced the signs or symptoms. Conceptually, that measure is different from the SCHFI self-care maintenance and management subscales, which reflect engagement in self-care behaviors and decision making. Furthermore, Rockwell et al used an aggregate measure of social support that combined a structural support item (ie, marital status yes/no) with questions assessing both perceived and received support, for which the latter is confounded with need. Inclusion of marital status in the conceptualization of support likely biased the results toward a null finding, because earlier studies have shown that structural and perceived aspects of support are not highly correlated and that crude indicators of marital status do not provide insight into the quality of the marital relationship, which is most influential on HF outcomes, particularly survival. The lack of precision regarding the assessment of social support and use of a potentially inadequate measure for capturing the multifactorial nature of self-care in the latter study may have resulted in the unexpected negative association between social support and HF self-care. Taken together, these findings suggest that social support may not be as important for amassing knowledge of HF signs and symptoms, but it is important for engaging in self-care behaviors and decision making in response to symptoms.

Sayers et al examined cross-sectional associations between perceived emotional or instrumental support from family, friends, or significant others (measured with
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**Fig. 3.** Mediational model showing the unstandardized multivariate linear regression coefficients (β) for the direct and the mediated pathways by which perceived emotional/informational support influences heart failure (HF) self-care behaviors.
the Multidimensional Scale of Perceived Social Support) and HF self-care maintenance, self-care management, and self-care confidence (also measured with the SCHFI) among 74 participants (97% men) primarily recruited from a Veterans Administration Medical Center. Although they demonstrated a statistically significant association between perceived support and self-care confidence, there was no association with HF self-care maintenance or self-care management. There are several possible reasons why our study yielded different results from theirs. First, patterns of self-care and perceptions of social support likely differ between men and women. Second, there may be key demographic differences in our study populations (eg, NYHA functional class) which may influence HF self-care behaviors. The authors did not provide data on the NYHA functional classification of their sample. Third, their sample size was smaller than ours, limiting the statistical power to detect significant associations.

Our multivariate analysis shows that perceived emotional/informational support is not statistically significantly associated with HF self-care management, even though the effect size for this outcome is greater than the effect size between perceived emotional/informational support and self-care maintenance. Our smaller sample size of 112 participants with symptoms contributed to lower power to demonstrate a statistically significant association between perceived emotional/informational support and self-care management. Because of the large effect size, future studies with larger sample sizes may better elucidate a relationship between perceived social support and self-care management.

To date, it is not clear what type of support is most influential on HF self-care behaviors, especially self-care management. We examined other types of perceived support (tangible, affectionate, and positive social interaction), and none were significantly associated with self-care management or maintenance. Future studies should examine whether actual received, as opposed to perceived, support matters most for engaging in self-care and decision making related to HF self-care. Although received support is confounded with need, it may be theoretically more relevant than perceived support when examining factors associated with self-care management, which is assessed only in symptomatic individuals. It would also be important for future studies to use measures of social support which identify who provides the support (and characteristics of those persons) as well as other structural features of the patient’s social network to provide a more in depth and nuanced understanding of how social network structure impacts the perception and receipt of social support, which then influences HF self-care behaviors.

Our study has limitations. First, because it was a cross-sectional study, we were unable to imply causality. Second, our sample of only 150 participants consisted of HF patients from 1 large academic medical center, so generalizability may be limited. Finally, we did not examine associations among perceived social support, self-care behaviors, and more distal HF-related outcomes (eg, hospitalization or mortality).

Despite these limitations, the present study has strengths. It was guided by a clear theoretic conceptualization of HF self-care as a naturalistic decision-making process potentially influenced by social support, and we examined associations between several types of perceived support and self-care behaviors. We had a larger sample size than other studies that examined a similar research question and a larger percentage of blacks and women, which may increase the external validity of our results. Our study was conducted in an outpatient sample, as opposed to hospitalized HF patients. This is important because perceptions of support likely differ between hospitalized and community-dwelling patients with HF and because the majority of HF self-care occurs in the outpatient setting.

Our study has important implications for clinical practice and research. There is convincing evidence that social support influences health for a variety of illnesses. Our findings extend our understanding of the association between perceived social support and self-care behaviors and suggest that targeting social support may be a good approach for improving self-care and facilitating the delivery of more patient/family-centered care. Given the association between lower levels of social support and worse HF self-care behaviors, clinicians should assess whether and what types of support HF patients perceive and receive from members of their social networks, particularly in patients found to have inadequate self-care. This approach would discover patients who might benefit from social support interventions. In addition, our findings have implications for how health care providers can support self-care, which is a key component of the Chronic Care Model of health care delivery. HF self-care education should target not only patients with HF, but their supporters as well. Family members often accompany patients into the exam room at medical visits, so providers have a unique opportunity to provide HF self-care education to patient and family supporter simultaneously. Based on these findings, we are currently designing a self-care education and activation intervention for HF patients and their family members who accompany them to medical visits with the goal of improving HF self-care behaviors.

**Conclusion**

Our work and that of others has shown that perceived social support is influential for engagement in and decision making related to HF self-management behaviors and that self-care confidence is an important potential mediator of this association. Although one’s perception of the availability of various types of support is important, future studies should also seek to understand the dynamics of how perceived support gets translated into situations where support is actually received. This would provide a more nuanced understanding of how support influences engagement in and decision making related to HF self-care behaviors.
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